Dating Ancient China

Directions: Draw a line to match each dynasty on the left to the correct date on the right.

Tang Dynasty 1368 AD - 1644 AD

Five Dynasties 907 AD - 960 AD

Qing Dynasty 420 AD - 479 AD

Six Dynasties Liu-Song 618 AD - 907 AD

Yuan Dynasty 581 AD - 618 AD

Ming Dynasty 1644 AD - 1911 AD

Sui Dynasty 502 AD - 557 AD

Six Dynasties Nan Liang 1271 AD - 1368 AD
**Answer Key**

**Dating Ancient China**

Directions: Draw a line to match each dynasty on the left to the correct date on the right.

- **Tang Dynasty**: 1368 AD - 1644 AD
- **Five Dynasties**: 907 AD - 960 AD
- **Qing Dynasty**: 420 AD - 479 AD
- **Six Dynasties Liu-Song**: 618 AD - 907 AD
- **Yuan Dynasty**: 581 AD - 618 AD
- **Ming Dynasty**: 1644 AD - 1911 AD
- **Sui Dynasty**: 502 AD - 557 AD
- **Six Dynasties Nan Liang**: 1271 AD - 1368 AD